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the team editor’s note
To those for whom calendrical time serves as palpable milestones, a new year
represents a fresh start and a new resolve to wipe the slate clean or set things 
right once again. Even if we do not make any formal resolutions at this time of 
the year, often despite ourselves if we care to admit it, we hope and yearn for 
improvements in ourselves, our circumstances, and the world at large. And it is 
in this spirit that OUM wishes all readers an indomitable new year. As new year 
food for thought, this issue of inspired serves as its main essays a take on, 
firstly, the place of technology in education and beyond; and, secondly, the 
importance of pastoral care particularly in open and distance learning contexts. 
Do email us your feedback if these reverberate at some level.
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inspi
inspired is a not-for-profit OUM e-magazine on the 3Ps - practice, policy and philosophy - of teaching 

and learning in and beyond OUM. Published thrice-yearly, it engages a readership of OUM learners, staff, 
tutors and the interested public. inspired evolved out of TCX (Tutor Connexxions), a now-discontinued 

OUM e-newsletter which saw 45 issues published over almost a decade.
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Online
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Ever since we started formalising the process of 
educating people we have used some form of technology 
to assist in the process. In the very early days, well before 
electronics puts the “e” in education, knowledge was 
recorded and transmitted by cuneiforms. And to produce 
these required the cutting edge technology of the time 
(pun intended), a sharp implement on clay tablet. Some-
what closer to the present we use our hands to write stuff 
on paper and make carbon copies for distribution. The 
invention and rapid evolution of electronic devices have 
changed the way knowledge is recorded, stored, distribut-
ed and accessed. We are now so comfortable with being 
online that we want everything to be online too, including 
education.

Even though technology has always been used to assist 
and enable the acquisition of knowledge, it is important to 
realise that technology is only the enabler of learning, not 
the learning itself. Technology shouldn’t overwhelm the 
learning. A technology-enabled education provider must 
understand that the learning experience provided using 
technology ought to be appropriate and enriching for the 
learner. One size does not fit all. While school-going 
learners may find learning through discovery beneficial, 
adult learners may find this mode inappropriate for them. 
Most adult learners have experiences that are relevant to 
their areas of study and work; they do not have time for 
exploration and discovery. They need to be supplied with 
compact learning materials with links to further references. 
The course material must be designed appropriately and 
should never be frivolous.

If technology is to enable education, then it must be easily 
available to the majority of the intended group. In this 
regard, it must be realised that there is still great disparity 
in the technology available to learners because of cost 
and infrastructure limitations. The digital divide is real. 
Thus, the technology adopted to facilitate education must 
be the one that is easily available to the majority of learn-
ers. Adequate technology is always better than cutting 
edge. For example, video conferencing can be a useful 
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learner, this open landscape where anyone can study from 
whatever sources that he wants may not be good for the 
provider – the local universities.

Because Internet technology makes it possible for anyone 
to set up shop and provide education from anywhere, the 
doors to education are now wide open. Anyone can now 
put up his educational wares on the Internet for access by 
everyone. Big name universities such as MIT and Harvard 
as well as the not-so-big names such as OUM and WOU 
can all vie for online learners in the same space. In a 
scenario where learners can choose from the best and 
most industry-acceptable provider at affordable costs, will 
they choose the small, local providers? What will become 
of these small, local, providers? Can they compete with the 
big boys? 

This scenario has played out in many other technology-en-
abled areas and in all cases only the strongest global 
brands survive and prosper. The traditional service provid-
ers were mostly driven out of business or bought over by 
the victor. Amazon disrupted the traditional bookshop 
business, forcing most to close down. It is now disrupting 
grocery stores and television programming. Apple has 
changed the way music is consumed and in the process 
drove many established music producers out of business. 
The producers of music, the singers and the bands, are 
now at the mercy of one or two global entities for their 
royalty. The biggest businesses on the Internet are now 
provided by just one or two entities. Search engine – 
Google. Internet browser – Chrome. Social media – Face-
book. Internet shopping – Amazon and Alibaba. Ride hailing 
– Uber and Grab. And so on. 

Education is a very big business and with the present state 
of technology, combined with the new economy based on 
crowd-sourcing, it is ripe for disruption. There is nothing 
preventing one or two existing big names in education or 
probably a totally new entity from dominating the arena. 
What will become of traditional educational providers such 
as UM and OUM? Many will probably shrink and become 
assessment centres for the big, global brands.

We are now seeing a new phenomenon unfolding because 
of technology. Anyone is now free to work from anywhere 
and provide services to anyone. To facilitate this freelancing 
culture, several sites have been set up on the Internet to 
promote and manage this new job market. Competition for 
work will now be on a global scale. Many jobs can now be 
farmed out to online freelancers with established track 
records at very competitive rates. It is more cost-effective 
to outsource jobs to freelancers than to maintain internal 
resources. Can graduates from our local universities 
compete in this open job market? Our educational provid-
ers must change to better prepare our graduates for this 
new scenario. The usual prescribed academic programme 
leading to the award of a Bachelor or a Master in something 
may no longer be relevant. Learners may just want to 
pursue one area of study in order to gain current knowledge 
that will be useful for his job. Credentials such as Diploma 
or Bachelor or Master may no longer be valued highly. A 
portfolio of work in the relevant area may be more useful.

technology to remotely connect students to a teacher in 
real-time to mimic a real classroom. However, in most 
cases of video conferencing, the experience is usually 
frustrating. The bandwidth at the learners’ end may not be 
consistently adequate, which can result in loss of connec-
tion or frozen video. Most virtual classroom sessions 
conducted via video conferencing will usually involve 
several breaks for technical support, the need to speak 
very loudly because of poor audio quality, and the frequent 
requests for participants to orally repeat themselves. This 
would not be conducive for effective learning at all! 
Communication over mobile phones using text or audio 
may be a better alternative. 

If a technology is to be used in education, then it must 
provide the most optimum solution to the problem at hand. 
It would not be wise to start with a technology and to then 
look at how the technology can “help” provide for a better 
way of facilitating education. There was a time, when 
Facebook was still new, that educators took note of the 
fact that young people were congregating and spending 
most of their time lounging in this new place. The educa-
tors saw that these youths took to the new media with 

ease that they (the educators) wondered if Facebook can 
be a good platform for learning. They did not realise that 
their students were there because their teachers were not 
there! It’s their own space where they can be themselves. 
It’s not a place where they go for education. So, it is 
important to use the correct technology to solve a particu-
lar problem and to know that technology is only the means 
to better educate and should never be the goal of educa-
tion. 

Globalisation and Borderless Education

One of the benefits of using Internet technology in educa-
tion is that it allows for flexibility in learning. A learner can 
learn whatever he wants, whenever he can, from whichev-
er material that is most useful for him. A learner can 
personalise his learning plan to exactly meet his needs. He 
can access small nuggets of knowledge to help in his 
day-to-day work or he can study in a formal environment 
towards an academic degree all at his convenience. There 
is no end to the possibilities of learning. While good for the 

The OUM Context

OUM is about providing education to everyone. To achieve 
this, it offers very flexible learning to learners. Learners 
can learn completely on their own without attending any 
face-to-face session or they can study on their own as well 
as attend the scheduled sessions. OUM is also gradually 
creating an online learning environment that will support 
and enrich learning by guiding and alerting learners as 
they progress through the learning material. In all these, 
the technology used will be those readily available to the 
majority of learners. OUM is going for substance rather 
than flash. It is better to be less modern but useful to 
many rather than to be at the cutting edge of technology 
that can only benefit the few. After all, OUM’s raison d'être 
is to democratise education.

Closing words

The current generation must be prepared for the new and 
exciting world where technology rules. And technology is 
indeed going to rule over everything. We are seeing this 
scenario unfolding, albeit slowly, in the guise of automa-
tion to free up humans from performing mundane, repeti-
tive and oftentimes laborious tasks in many service areas 
such as manufacturing, sanitation, restaurants, warehous-
es and retail businesses. The argument for automation is 
noble; once humans are freed from mundane and labori-
ous tasks, they can enjoy a life of leisure. Automation can 
truly achieve its objective but at what cost? And living, let 
alone leading a life of leisure, is not free. How will the 
masses earn a living to be able to live? The Orwellian 
future is here, although late by several decades. 

I leave the readers with some astute observations about 
the future by some renowned visionaries.

“The automation of factories has already decimated jobs 
in traditional manufacturing, and the rise of artificial 
intelligence is likely to extend this job destruction deep 
into the middle classes, with only the most caring, creative 
or supervisory roles remaining.” — Stephen Hawking

“What to do about mass unemployment? This is going to 
be a massive social challenge. There will be fewer and 
fewer jobs that a robot cannot do better [than a human]. 
These are not things that I wish will happen. These are 

simply things that I think probably will happen.” — Elon 
Musk

“You cross the threshold of job-replacement of certain 
activities all sort of at once. So, you know, warehouse 
work, driving, room cleanup, there’s quite a few things that 
are meaningful job categories that, certainly in the next 20 
years [will go away].” — Bill Gates
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OUM tutors play a crucial role as the academic inter-
face between the University and its learners. The tutors’ 
role, though, is not limited to providing academic guid-
ance. Just as importantly, they are trained and mentored 
to deliver pastoral care to adult learners with multifarious 
dispositions from wide-ranging backgrounds. 

This dual emphasis is in recognition of the challenges that 
open and distance learners typically face as they come to 
grips with being back in formal education even as they 
continue to juggle work and life responsibilities. 

OUM tutors are cognisant of the fact that open and 
distance learners need to be embedded within a support 
network of tutors and peers constituting a community of 
learning to ensure that they do not become isolated and 
risk slipping through the net. 

They know that the most common issues faced by learn-
ers relate to the paucity of self-direction, study skills, and 
skills in managing time, workload and stress. They have 
seen first-hand, for example, how learner procrastination 
commonly leads to a last-minute rush to cover as much 
ground as possible, which in turn results in anxiety and 
mental block in the face of the looming examinations. 
These and other obstacles to learning need to be 
addressed by tutors both online and face-to-face, which is 
in itself a challenge. 

In the first instance, providing effective pastoral care calls 
for tutors to be approachable and empathetic. 

Of course, some are more natural at this than others but 
the trait can be consciously inculcated. In any case, as 
experienced academics would attest, demonstrating 
approachability is often much less demanding than may 
be imagined. 

It is but a misconception that providing pastoral support 
requires tutors already weighed down by heavy workloads 
to spend an inordinate amount of time on their learners. 

What is overlooked is that simple gestures like calling our 
learners by their names, exchanging a few friendly words 
with them, and sparing a minute or two to offer them 
encouragement are in most cases sufficient as the first 
steps towards creating goodwill and openness. 

Notwithstanding, just as there is a risk of doing too little in 
providing pastoral care to learners, there is also a risk of 
overextending oneself despite the best intentions. 

Tutors need to exercise good judgement in deciding when 
intervention may be counterproductive for the learners. 
While one cannot be prescriptive about it, one should 
always keep the goal unwaveringly within sight: to provide 
support without causing the learners to become over-reli-
ant on that support or to forgo their responsibility towards 
their own studies. 

In sum, providing pastoral care is not the same as acting 
as a full-fledged counsellor; nor is it equivalent to being 
singularly responsible for helping learners to sort out every 
problem big or small that they may be facing. It is rather, 
simply, to act with human warmth and empathy, all with 
the knowledge that small gestures of goodwill and a little 
compassion can go a long way. 

PASTORAL CARE AT OUM

OUM tutors are cognisant of the 
fact that open and distance 

learners need to be embedded 
within a support network of tutors 

and peers constituting a 
community of learning

[P]roviding effective pastoral 
care calls for tutors to be 

approachable and empathetic.

By Prof Dr Widad Othman, Deputy Vice President (Academic), OUM



learner, this open landscape where anyone can study from 
whatever sources that he wants may not be good for the 
provider – the local universities.

Because Internet technology makes it possible for anyone 
to set up shop and provide education from anywhere, the 
doors to education are now wide open. Anyone can now 
put up his educational wares on the Internet for access by 
everyone. Big name universities such as MIT and Harvard 
as well as the not-so-big names such as OUM and WOU 
can all vie for online learners in the same space. In a 
scenario where learners can choose from the best and 
most industry-acceptable provider at affordable costs, will 
they choose the small, local providers? What will become 
of these small, local, providers? Can they compete with the 
big boys? 

This scenario has played out in many other technology-en-
abled areas and in all cases only the strongest global 
brands survive and prosper. The traditional service provid-
ers were mostly driven out of business or bought over by 
the victor. Amazon disrupted the traditional bookshop 
business, forcing most to close down. It is now disrupting 
grocery stores and television programming. Apple has 
changed the way music is consumed and in the process 
drove many established music producers out of business. 
The producers of music, the singers and the bands, are 
now at the mercy of one or two global entities for their 
royalty. The biggest businesses on the Internet are now 
provided by just one or two entities. Search engine – 
Google. Internet browser – Chrome. Social media – Face-
book. Internet shopping – Amazon and Alibaba. Ride hailing 
– Uber and Grab. And so on. 

Education is a very big business and with the present state 
of technology, combined with the new economy based on 
crowd-sourcing, it is ripe for disruption. There is nothing 
preventing one or two existing big names in education or 
probably a totally new entity from dominating the arena. 
What will become of traditional educational providers such 
as UM and OUM? Many will probably shrink and become 
assessment centres for the big, global brands.

We are now seeing a new phenomenon unfolding because 
of technology. Anyone is now free to work from anywhere 
and provide services to anyone. To facilitate this freelancing 
culture, several sites have been set up on the Internet to 
promote and manage this new job market. Competition for 
work will now be on a global scale. Many jobs can now be 
farmed out to online freelancers with established track 
records at very competitive rates. It is more cost-effective 
to outsource jobs to freelancers than to maintain internal 
resources. Can graduates from our local universities 
compete in this open job market? Our educational provid-
ers must change to better prepare our graduates for this 
new scenario. The usual prescribed academic programme 
leading to the award of a Bachelor or a Master in something 
may no longer be relevant. Learners may just want to 
pursue one area of study in order to gain current knowledge 
that will be useful for his job. Credentials such as Diploma 
or Bachelor or Master may no longer be valued highly. A 
portfolio of work in the relevant area may be more useful.

technology to remotely connect students to a teacher in 
real-time to mimic a real classroom. However, in most 
cases of video conferencing, the experience is usually 
frustrating. The bandwidth at the learners’ end may not be 
consistently adequate, which can result in loss of connec-
tion or frozen video. Most virtual classroom sessions 
conducted via video conferencing will usually involve 
several breaks for technical support, the need to speak 
very loudly because of poor audio quality, and the frequent 
requests for participants to orally repeat themselves. This 
would not be conducive for effective learning at all! 
Communication over mobile phones using text or audio 
may be a better alternative. 

If a technology is to be used in education, then it must 
provide the most optimum solution to the problem at hand. 
It would not be wise to start with a technology and to then 
look at how the technology can “help” provide for a better 
way of facilitating education. There was a time, when 
Facebook was still new, that educators took note of the 
fact that young people were congregating and spending 
most of their time lounging in this new place. The educa-
tors saw that these youths took to the new media with 

ease that they (the educators) wondered if Facebook can 
be a good platform for learning. They did not realise that 
their students were there because their teachers were not 
there! It’s their own space where they can be themselves. 
It’s not a place where they go for education. So, it is 
important to use the correct technology to solve a particu-
lar problem and to know that technology is only the means 
to better educate and should never be the goal of educa-
tion. 

Globalisation and Borderless Education

One of the benefits of using Internet technology in educa-
tion is that it allows for flexibility in learning. A learner can 
learn whatever he wants, whenever he can, from whichev-
er material that is most useful for him. A learner can 
personalise his learning plan to exactly meet his needs. He 
can access small nuggets of knowledge to help in his 
day-to-day work or he can study in a formal environment 
towards an academic degree all at his convenience. There 
is no end to the possibilities of learning. While good for the 

The OUM Context

OUM is about providing education to everyone. To achieve 
this, it offers very flexible learning to learners. Learners 
can learn completely on their own without attending any 
face-to-face session or they can study on their own as well 
as attend the scheduled sessions. OUM is also gradually 
creating an online learning environment that will support 
and enrich learning by guiding and alerting learners as 
they progress through the learning material. In all these, 
the technology used will be those readily available to the 
majority of learners. OUM is going for substance rather 
than flash. It is better to be less modern but useful to 
many rather than to be at the cutting edge of technology 
that can only benefit the few. After all, OUM’s raison d'être 
is to democratise education.

Closing words

The current generation must be prepared for the new and 
exciting world where technology rules. And technology is 
indeed going to rule over everything. We are seeing this 
scenario unfolding, albeit slowly, in the guise of automa-
tion to free up humans from performing mundane, repeti-
tive and oftentimes laborious tasks in many service areas 
such as manufacturing, sanitation, restaurants, warehous-
es and retail businesses. The argument for automation is 
noble; once humans are freed from mundane and labori-
ous tasks, they can enjoy a life of leisure. Automation can 
truly achieve its objective but at what cost? And living, let 
alone leading a life of leisure, is not free. How will the 
masses earn a living to be able to live? The Orwellian 
future is here, although late by several decades. 

I leave the readers with some astute observations about 
the future by some renowned visionaries.

“The automation of factories has already decimated jobs 
in traditional manufacturing, and the rise of artificial 
intelligence is likely to extend this job destruction deep 
into the middle classes, with only the most caring, creative 
or supervisory roles remaining.” — Stephen Hawking

“What to do about mass unemployment? This is going to 
be a massive social challenge. There will be fewer and 
fewer jobs that a robot cannot do better [than a human]. 
These are not things that I wish will happen. These are 

simply things that I think probably will happen.” — Elon 
Musk

“You cross the threshold of job-replacement of certain 
activities all sort of at once. So, you know, warehouse 
work, driving, room cleanup, there’s quite a few things that 
are meaningful job categories that, certainly in the next 20 
years [will go away].” — Bill Gates
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Name
Dr Aliza Ali 

Position
Senior Lecturer; Acting Chair, Cluster of
Education and Social Sciences

Discipline
Education

Areas of Expertise 
Early Childhood Education; Early
Language and Literacy; Curriculum
Development; Pedagogy in Teaching
and Learning

Educational Philosophy
Real learning takes place through
meaningful experience.
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Name
Oo Cheng Keat

Position
Lecturer, Cluster of Education and
Social Sciences

Discipline
Political Science

Areas of Expertise 
Politics in Developing Countries, Malaysia,
and the Middle East (Palestine)

Educational Philosophy
Education transforms our lives and drives
us to build peace, eradicate poverty,
reduce inequality and enhance
sustainable development.


